Clash
Flowchart

Prepare for Battle

Bid for Spoils until one side Calls or Flinches

Refreshing

Chronicler and opposing player are Leaders

Initial Spoils should reflect the action and Pain
the Chronicler was delivering when the Clash
was Triggered.

When it is your turn to Advance dice, if your side is
eligible you may Refresh by rerolling all of your Used
dice and returning them and any Edge Tokens with
them to Available.

Starting to Chronicler's left, present players may
assist either side.

In same order players Commit 2 Components by taking
dice from Record Sheet, rolling them, and placing
them in their Available Box.
Use an Edge Token at any time to reroll any Available
die. Place the Token under the die.

Round Procedure
Exchange #1: Chronicler Attacks

There can be only 3 Refreshes in a Clash.

Pain
Devastate a Trait
Constrain a Component
Inflict a Weakness / Extract an Oath
Achieve an Objective
You may bid multiple Pain at once.
If opponent agrees they may bid same amount.

Stipulations
Limit Components to be used
Limit Traits to be used
Limit Reinforcing
Limit Refreshing
Propose reduction of previous Pain

Exchange #2: Opponent Attacks

Exchange Procedure
Leader selects a player to make an attack

Defender Advances any number of dice whose sum
equals or exceeds the Attack Score

The second can only be claimed by a player on the
other side.
The third can only be claimed by a player on the first
side
If fighting for Default Spoils, there is only 1 Refresh
and it can be claimed only by the side that didn't
Flinch

Somebody Yields
You can only Yield after making a defense or after your
Leader Yields
If the Leader Yields they must appoint a new leader

Call: On a Call, Spoils are set, proceed with Clash
Flinch: On a Flinch, Spoils are discarded.Clash
proceeds with Default Stakes (loser gets a Weakness).
Also Flincher may not Refresh, and no one may
Reinforce

Attacking player selects a target to attack
Attacker advances 2 dice and announces Attack Score
(sum), and Aspects. Move dice

Either side (any player) can claim the first Refresh.

If all players on a side have yielded, the original leader
suffers the Pain of the Spoils

Reversal
Determine Defense Result

Attack Score matched in 1 die.
No damage. Save die to be used again in your next
attack against same target

Record Damage and clean up
Proceed to next step in the Round unless
defender Yields

If you can't match or Refresh, you must Yield.
All remaining dice are Damaged, ignoring Aspects

Block
Attack Score matched in 2 dice

Reinforce
After each round all players who Advanced dice may
Reinforce. Choose one:

If you can match the attackers total, the Defense
result is based on the number of dice you used.

Damaged

Add additional dice from committed Components
Commit one additional Component

No damage.

Aspects take effect in above order attacker 1st

Create a new Component to Commit

Attack Score matched in 3 or more dice.
All defender dice are damaged reroll for status.

Add a new player to your side
Proceed with the next round.

Clean up Dice
Any dice that remain Devastated are discarded to the
Bone Yard. Mark a Discarded die tally.
Any dice that remain Battered are returned to their die
slot on the owners Record Sheet
Any dice that were Advanced but not Damaged are
moved to the used section above
You may inflict a Weakness instead of Discarding a
Devastated die.

After Exchange #1: Proceed to Exchange #2

After Exchange #2: Reinforce

Damage
If reroll is even, die is Battered, attacker gets a Bone
Yard draw (smallest die)
If reroll is odd, die is Devastated, attacker gets a
Victory Point

